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Systems of Taxation1

In thinking about the taxation of activities that span national borders,
it is necessary to consider multiple levels of taxation that apply as a dollar
of profit makes its way from the foreign enterprise to a domestic enterprise,
and finally into the hands of individual shareholders. This note classifies
taxation schemes around the world according to the manner in which profits
and dividends are taxed en route to shareholders.

1. Classification of International Tax Regimes

The taxation of profits earned abroad is handled in several distinct ways.
At the most abstract level, the total tax paid depends on whether the home
country adopts a worldwide or territorial perspective and whether and how
the home country computes a dividend tax credit for individual shareholders
who receive dividends from domestic corporations. Countries can be broadly
classified on these two criteria as shown in the table below.

Territorial Worldwide

Full Imputation France United Kingdom
Germany

Partial imputation Canada Japan

No Imputation United States

The taxation of a foreign subsidiary’s earnings by the country in which
the subsidiary’s parent is located depends upon (i) whether the home country
adopts a territorial or worldwide system of taxation, and (ii) the nature of
the imputation regime that applies on corporate distributions to individual
shareholders. Under a territorial system, the repatriation is not taxed by

1 This material is drawn principally from Jennifer Babcock (1996)“The Impact of
Imputation Systems of Taxation on Cross Jurisdictional Income Shifting,” Working paper,
Duke University; and, Richard Sansing (1996) “Foreign investment decisions in the
presence of real options,” Working paper, Yale School of Organization and Management.
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Figure 1. The simplest multinational corporate structure. In this
structure, a domestic parent corporation holds all the equity of
foreign subsidiary. In turn, the parent is owned by a shareholder
who is subject to tax only in the home country.

the home country. Under a worldwide system, the repatriation is taxed;
however, this tax is mitigated by allowing a tax credit for foreign taxes paid.
Subsequent distributions to shareholders of foreign earnings may or may not
give rise to a dividend tax credit.
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The foregoing presumes taxable income is allocated among jurisdictions
according to the arm’s length method, which is sometimes called the separate
accounting method. Under separate accounting, the related corporations
of a multijurisdictional enterprise are viewed as distinct from one another;
taxable income is determined separately for each individual corporation by
the jurisdiction in which that corporation actually conducts business or
has a permanent establishment. Any improper shifting of value between
the related corporations to avoid taxes is corrected by requiring “arm’s
length” pricing in related corporate transactions. In other words, the related
corporations must act as if they were unrelated entities dealing at arm’s
length in the market-place. Of course, “arm’s length” pricing is difficult to
determine unambiguously for many goods and services because well-defined
markets do not exist for them. This means there is scope for businesses
to reduces tax payments by adjusting transfer prices to shift income to
jurisdictions where the income will be lightly taxed.

In addition to allocating taxable income among nations, taxable income
also must be allocated across sub-national jurisdictions, such as the fifty state
of the United States, because some states levy income taxes—sometimes
called franchise taxes. In the US and other countries, allocation of income for
sub-national income tax purposes is accomplished using a method called for-
mula apportionment. Sometimes this method is called the unitary business
method. Under this method, the total income for the national jurisdiction
is allocated across the sub-national jurisdictions according to a formula that
commonly depends on the amount of sales, payroll expense, and property
in each sub-national jurisdiction. Under formula apportionment, the related
corporations of a multijurisdictional enterprise are viewed as a single entity.

One sub-national jurisdiction, the State of California, seeks to apply the
income tax it levies using the unitary apportionment method applied to the
worldwide income of the subject corporation. California does this in part
because it fears revenue leakage due to the transfer pricing manipulations
that occur under the arm’s length method of income determination. While
the US Federal Government uses the arm’s length method, and is also worried
about revenue leakage, it opposes California’s use of the so-called worldwide
unitary method on constitutional grounds. For an interesting introduction
to this complex issues, see the appendix to this note.

2. Multilateral perspective in international taxation

There are several places where income potentially is taxed on its route
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from the corporation where it was earned to the individual shareholder:

• Taxation of income in the foreign corporation

– The earnings of a foreign subsidiary are taxed by the country where
the subsidiary operates.

• Taxation of dividends paid from foreign subsidiaries to a domestic parent
corporation

– Often, a withholding tax at a rate of either 10% or 15% is payable
to the foreign taxing authority on distribution of a dividend to a
person who does not reside in that foreign jurisdiction. Note that
this tax is levied by the government of the jurisdiction in which the
foreign firm is located.

– Territorial system. When the parent company is located in country
that uses the territorial system of taxation, no tax is due to
the home country when earnings are repatriated in the form of
dividends.

– Worldwide system. When the parent company is located in country
that uses the worldwide system of taxation, more tax may due
to the home country when earnings are repatriated in the form
of dividends. However, this tax is mitigated by a tax credit for
foreign taxes paid. Roughly speaking, the home jurisdiction taxes
the foreign pre-tax income of the subsidiary that gave rise to the
dividend as if the foreign subsidiary were a domestic corporation.
Then, the home jurisdiction allows a tax credit against this tax
liability. The tax credit is the foreign taxes paid, not to exceed the
domestic tax. In effect therefore, multinationals headquartered in a
country that adopts a worldwide system of taxation pay the higher
of the foreign and domestic income taxes on profits earned abroad.

• Taxation of inter-corporate dividends

– Potentially, tax may be owed on payment of a dividend from an
investee corporation to an investor that is also a corporation.

– If there are several corporate layers in the structure of a multina-
tional corporation, then taxation on intercorporate dividends could
be very onerous

– However, most countries grant some time of relief from this mul-
tiple taxation of intercorporate dividends in cases where a parent
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corporation owns most of the (domestic) subsidiary’s stock. In the
United States, this relief is afforded by the dividends received de-
duction.

• Taxation of dividends paid to individuals
– Most countries, including the United States, tax dividend distri-

butions to individuals. The taxation of dividends in the United
States gives rise to “double taxation” of all corporate income. This
is because corporate income is taxed once at the corporate level and
again when the remainder, net of corporate income tax, is paid out
to individual shareholders in the form of a dividend.

– Most countries, but not the United States, allow a tax credit to
individuals to compensate for the tax paid by the corporation when
the income was earned. This is often referred to an a dividend tax
credit. Countries that offer a dividend tax credit may be divided
into two groups:

Full Imputation systems—those where the system is designed to
compensate shareholders exactly for domestic corporate taxes paid
by the corporation, and

Partial Imputation systems—those where the system compensates
shareholders according to a simple formula. The formula in partial
imputation systems applies to all dividends paid out to shareholders
regardless of the source of the income. Also, the formula typically
compensates shareholders by less than one dollar for every dollar of
taxes paid at the corporate level.

– The attractiveness of foreign investment projects relative to do-
mestic investment projects depends in part on the differential tax
burden. The differential burden is a function of all levels of taxation
that apply to distributions to shareholders—including the taxation
(and tax credits) that apply on payment of dividends to individu-
als. This is so because partial imputation systems allow a credit
to individuals on dividends attributable to foreign source income,
while classical systems offer no credit and full imputation systems
deny the credit to income from a foreign source.

3. Further Complications
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3.1 Tax credits

Countries adopting a worldwide system of taxation generally grant a
credit for taxes paid in the foreign jurisdiction where the income was earned.
The computation of this credit is necessarily complex because:

• Differing definitions of taxable income in the home and foreign juris-
dictions (e.g., rates of depreciation may differ) means the pro forma
calculation of domestic tax liability will be complex.

• Dividends paid out of the foreign subsidiary in a year need not equal
net income for the year, so some assumptions (e.g., FIFO) need to be
made about which earnings gave rise to the dividends paid in a given
year.

3.2 Tax treaties

Tax treaties are agreements between national governments about tax
matters of mutual interest. For instance, the preamble of the Canada-United
States Income Tax Convention reads:

Canada and the United States of America, desiring to
conclude a convention for the avoidance of double taxation
and the prevention of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes
on income and on capital, have agreed as follows.

• Treaty rules for taxation of income take precedence over domestic tax
law.

• The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
maintains a model treaty that member countries are encouraged to use
in structuring their international tax affairs.

• Treaties generally aim to avoid income being taxed twice, (e.g., once in
the foreign country and once in the home country).

• It is sometimes the case that repatriating foreign earnings through a
country that has an advantageous treaty with both the foreign country
and the home country can result in a lower tax burden than repatriating
income directly from the foreign country to the home country.
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3.3 Withholding Tax on Dividends

For investment abroad, withholding taxes are often an important con-
sideration. As the table shows, there is substantial variation in the rate of
withholding tax applied to dividends. Also, the cheapest route to bring a
dividend home may not be the most direct. For instance, Switzerland col-
lects a 35 percent withholding tax on dividends paid to shareholder in Hong
Kong. If the dividend is repatriated via the U.K. however, then the with-
holding tax collected by Switzerland is only 15 percent. The U.K. levies no
withholding taxes on a dividend payment to a shareholder in Hong Kong.

Company’s domicile

Sharholder’s 

domicile France Germany

Hong 

Kong Italy Japan

Luxem-

bourg

Switzer-

land U.K. U.S.

France 15 0 15 15 15 5 15 15

Germany 0 0 32 15 15 15 0 15

Hong Kong 25 27 32 20 15 35 0 30

Italy 15 27 0 15 15 15 15 15

Japan 15 15 0 15 15 15 15 15

Luxembourg 25 15 0 32 20 35 0 30

Switzerland 15 27 0 15 15 15 15 15

U.K. 15 15 0 15 15 15 15 15

U.S. 15 15 0 15 15 8 15 15

Table 1. Portfolio Dividend Taxation. Dividend withholding tax
rate in percent. Source: Morgan Stanley & Co., 1992.
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Appendix I. Unitary apportionment—The California case

Unitary apportionment is used among the 50 states to allocate income
earned in the US to individual states for purposes of determining the for state
income tax due in each state. The court decision reproduced below outlines
the difference between unitary apportionment and arm’s length methods
of allocating taxable income across jurisdiction and illustrates the complex
issues raised by tax policy, among them: (i) the appropriate corporate
tax strategy and (ii) constitutional issues related to the division of powers
between national and state governments. Note that this opinion, issued in
1992, covers disputed tax payments for the years 1970 through 1973.

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY, INC., Plaintiff and Respondent,
v. FRANCHISE TAX BOARD, Defendant and Appellant.

No. C007044
COURT OF APPEAL OF CALIFORNIA, THIRD APPELLATE DISTRICT

10 Cal. App. 4th 1768; 1992 Cal. App. LEXIS 1358; 13 Cal.
Rptr. 2d 761; 92 Cal. Daily Op. Service 9458; 92 Daily

Journal DAR 15586
November 20, 1992, Decided

. . .

When a corporation, either on its own or through subsidiaries, conducts
business across state or national boundaries, the allocation of income to each
relevant jurisdiction for purposes of taxation becomes an issue. To resolve
this issue, two general methods of income allocation have been created: the
arm’s length/separate accounting method and the unitary business/formula
apportionment method. Each of these two general methods can be applied
in varying ways. (Container Corp. v. Franchise Tax Bd., supra, 463 U.S.
at pp. 182, 191, 196 [77 L.Ed.2d at pp. 564, 570, 573]; Langbein (1986) 23
Tax Notes 625, 626; Note, State Worldwide Unitary Taxation: The Foreign
Parent Case (1985) 23 Colum. J. of Transnat’l L. 445, 451, hereafter 23
Columbia Journal.)

Under separate accounting, the related corporations of a multijurisdic-
tional enterprise are viewed as distinct from one another; taxable income is
determined separately for each individual corporation by the jurisdiction in
which that corporation actually conducts business or has a permanent estab-
lishment. Any improper shifting of value between the related corporations
to avoid taxes is corrected by requiring “arm’s length” pricing in related
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corporate transactions. In other words, the related corporations must act as
if they were unrelated entities dealing at arm’s length in the market-place.

In contrast, under the unitary business/formula apportionment method
of allocating income at issue in this case—the worldwide unitary method—
the related corporations of a multijurisdictional enterprise are treated as
units of a single business—that is, as a “unitary group.” (Cal. Code Regs.,
tit. 18, @ 25137-6.) If a corporation doing business in California is deemed to
be part of a unitary group, the total income for that group worldwide, includ-
ing corporations operating wholly outside the United States, is apportioned
to California by a three- factor formula. Under the formula, the property,
payroll, and sales figures for the group in California are arithmetically com-
pared to the property, payroll, and sales figures for the group worldwide. (See
Rev.& Tax. Code, @ 25128-25136.) This comparison results in a proportion
that is multiplied against the unitary group’s worldwide income, producing
an apportioned amount of such income taxable by California.2,3,4

Aside from a few minor exceptions, the income allocation method used
by the United States and all of the other nations of the world is the separate
accounting method, although, as noted, this method varies in practice.
However, the United States has basically limited the application of its tax
treaties to federal taxes. ( Container Corp. v. Franchise Tax Bd., supra, 463
U.S. at p. 196 [77 L.Ed.2d at p. 573].)5

This “water’s-edge” method restricts tax allocation methods to the
United States as the jurisdictional boundary, and offers an alternative to

2 Simply put, if 25 percent of the property, payroll, and sales of the unitary group
is located in California, then 25 percent of the group’s worldwide income is apportioned
to California. Under this method, it is unnecessary to make “arm’s length” corrections
because intercorporate transactions are disregarded.

3 Generally, a corporation is included within the unitary group if its activities outside
California are dependent upon or contribute to the business of a related corporation within
California. (See Edison California Stores v. McColgan (1947) 30 Cal.2d 472 [183 P.2d 16].)

4 The amount of the unitary group’s income taxable by California is calculated as
follows:

Income Taxable by the state

=
1

3

(
In-State Property

Total Property
+

In-state Payroll

Total Payroll
+

In-state Sales

Total Sales

)
× Total Corporate Income

(Rev. & Tax. Code, @ 25128-25137; 23 Colum. J., supra, at p. 445, fn. 2.)
5 California in 1986 passed legislation, effective January 1, 1988, permitting taxpayers

to make a “water’s-edge election” notwithstanding Revenue and
Taxation Code section 25101 (Rev. & Tax. Code, @ 25110 et seq.).
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the worldwide unitary method for determining taxable income. (See Rev. &
Tax. Code, @ 25101, 25110.) Rather than accounting for the income and
apportionment factors (property, payroll, and sales) of all the corporations
of its worldwide unitary group, a corporate taxpayer making such an-
election accounts for the income and apportionment factors of the following
entities affiliated with it, subject to some minor exceptions: corporations
incorporated in the United States; any corporation, wherever incorporated,
if the average of its apportionment factors within the United States is 20
percent or more; affiliated corporations which are eligible to be included in a
federal consolidated tax return; domestic international sales corporations and
foreign sales corporations engaged in sales in the United States; export trade
corporations; any corporation not mentioned above but only to the extent
of income derived from or attributable to sources within the United States;
and any affiliated corporation which is a controlled foreign corporation as
defined in the Internal Revenue Code. Any corporation not subjected to the
worldwide unitary method under Revenue and Taxation Code section 25101
need not be included in this “water’s-edge” accounting. (Rev. & Tax. Code,
@ 25110, subd. (a).)

In general, this election permits a taxpayer corporation to exclude
the income and apportionment factors of foreign subsidiaries from the
corporation’s California tax base. An accounting restriction to the water’s
edge of the United States in the present context would mean that California
could rely only on income derived from permanent establishments of Colgate
in the United States, and not on income derived from wholly foreign interests,
to calculate Colgate’s franchise tax.

To qualify for the “water’s-edge” election, the corporate taxpayer must
(1) consent to the taking of depositions from key corporate personnel and
to the production of documents to ensure the Franchise Tax Board has
the information necessary to make genuine arm’s length adjustments and
unitary business investigations, and (2) agree that dividends received by
any affiliated entity from corporations significantly related to the unitary
business constitute business income of the taxpayer. (Rev. & Tax. Code,
@ 25110, subd. (b)(2).) Additionally, to qualify the corporate taxpayer
must enter into a five-year contract with the Franchise Tax Board, pay an
annual fee, and subject itself to various conditions. (Rev. & Tax. Code, @
25111-25115.)6

6 A domestic-parent multinational corporation that does not make this election is sub-
jected essentially to the 1970-1973 taxation method at issue here. We emphasize, however,
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The present controversy involves Colgate-Palmolive Company, Inc. (Col-
gate), a domestic-parent unitary corporate group with approximately 75 for-
eign subsidiaries operating in about 54 foreign counties. Colgate was directed
to pay additional taxes for the years 1970 through 1973 after California ap-
plied the worldwide unitary tax method to the group. Under protest, Colgate
paid the additional taxes and this suit ensued.7

. . .

that the principal issue in this case is the foreign commerce clause constitutionality of Cal-
ifornia’s worldwide unitary tax method as applied to domestic-parent unitary corporate
groups with foreign subsidiaries (Rev. & Tax. Code, @ 25101 et seq.). Because Cali-
fornia’s “water’s-edge election” is not involved in this case, we do not express any views
regarding it. (Rev. & Tax. Code, @ 25110 et seq.)

7 Reversing its position below, Colgate on appeal does not dispute that it is a domestic-
parent unitary corporate group.
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